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A Tune A Day Violin Instruction
Book 3
(Music Sales America). These are the original editions of the
ever-popular instruction books for various instruments by C.
Paul Herfurth. The books are packed full of lessons,
illustrations, fingering charts, daily practice records, test
questions, and manuscript paper for homework. Perfect for
use in group lessons, school classes, or for individual
lessons.
These are the original editions of the ever-popular instruction
books for various instruments by C. Paul Herfurth. The books
are packed full of lessons, illustrations, fingering charts, daily
practice records, test questions, and manuscript paper for
homework. Perfect for use in group lessons, school classes,
or for individual lessons.
Now, for the first time, C. Paul Herfurth's original books have
been completely rewritten with new music and the latest in
instrument technique for a new generation of musicians. A
New Tune A Day books have the same logical, gentle pace,
and keen attention to detail, but with a host of innovations.

"A violin method book that's fun for both children and
adults; includes classical and popular melodies you
know and love!"--Cover.
(Music Sales America). Since it first appeared in the
1930s, the concise, clear content of the best-selling
A Tune a Day series has revolutionized musicmaking in the classroom and the home. Now, for the
first time, C. Paul Herfurth's original books have
been completely rewritten with new music and the
latest in instrument technique for a new generation
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of musicians. A New Tune a Day books have the
same logical, gentle pace, and keen attention to
detail, but with a host of innovations: the inclusion of
audio with actual performances and backing tracks
will make practice even more fun and exciting, and
the explanatory diagrams and photographs will help
the student to achieve the perfect technique and
tone. The video shows you the basics from how to
set up your instrument to playing your first notes. It
takes you through the first few pages of the book
ensuring you get off to a good start. Plus, excellent
advice and tips from a professional player. Each
book contains: advice on audio equipment *
instructions for effective technique and comfortable
posture * explanatory section on reading music *
easy-to-follow lessons on clear, uncluttered pages *
audio with a virtuoso performance, backing tracks
and audio examples * great music including duets
and rounds * tests to check progress and
comprehension * useful pull-out chart giving all first
position fingerings * and video, to help you get
started on your instrument. Audio and video are
accessed online using the unique code inside the
book and can be streamed or downloaded. The
audio files include PLAYBACK+, a multi-functional
audio player that allows you to slow down audio
without changing pitch, set loop points, change keys,
and pan left or right.
(Instrumental Folio). This massive collection will
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keep instrumentalists busy with 101 pop hits to learn
and play! Songs include: All About That Bass * All of
Me * Brave * Breakaway * Call Me Maybe * Clocks *
Fields of Gold * Firework * Hello * Hey, Soul Sister *
Ho Hey * I Gotta Feeling * I Will Remember You *
Jar of Hearts * Love Story * 100 Years * Roar *
Rolling in the Deep * Royals * Say Something *
Shake It Off * Smells like Teen Spirit * Uptown Funk
* When You Say Nothing at All * and more.
Since it first appeared in the 1930s, the concise,
clear content of the best-selling A Tune a Day series
has revolutionized music-making in the classroom
and the home. Now, for the first time, C. Paul
Herfurth's original books have been completely
rewritten with new music and the latest in instrument
technique for a new generation of musicians. A New
Tune a Day books have the same logical, gentle
pace, and keen attention to detail, but with a host of
innovations: the inclusion of an audio CD - with
actual performances and backing tracks - will make
practice even more fun and exciting, and the
explanatory diagrams and photographs will help the
student to achieve the perfect technique and tone.
The DVD shows you the basics from how to set up
your instrument to playing your first notes. It takes
you through the first few pages of the book ensuring
you get off to a good start. Plus, excellent advice and
tips from a professional player. Each book contains:
advice on audio equipment * instructions for effective
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technique and comfortable posture * explanatory
section on reading music * easy-to-follow lessons on
clear, uncluttered pages * an audio CD with a
virtuoso performance, backing tracks and audio
examples * great music including duets and rounds *
tests to check progress and comprehension * useful
pull-out chart giving all first position fingerings * and
a DVD, authored for Zone 0, to help you get started
on your instrument.
A tune a day for violinBook 1A Tune a DayA First
Book for Violin Instruction : Book OneMusic Sales
Amer
Piano accompaniments for the popular Suzuki Violin
School, Volume 2. Titles: * Chorus from Judas
Maccabaeus (G. F. Handel), Musette (J. S. Bach) *
Hunters' Chorus (C. M. v. Weber) * Long, Long Ago
(T. H. Bayly) * Waltz (J. Brahms) * Bourrée (G. F.
Handel) * The Two Grenadiers (R. Schumann) *
Theme from Witches' Dance (N. Paganini) * Gavotte
from Mignon (A. Thomas) * Gavotte (J. B. Lully) *
Minuet in G (L. van Beethoven) * Minuet (L.
Boccherini)
(Music Sales America). Since it first appeared in the
1930s, the concise, clear content of the best-selling
A Tune a Day series has revolutionized musicmaking in the classroom and the home. Now, for the
first time, C. Paul Herfurth's original books have
been completely rewritten with new music and the
latest in instrument technique for a new generation
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of musicians. A New Tune a Day books have the
same logical, gentle pace, and keen attention to
detail, but with a host of innovations: the inclusion of
an audio CD with actual performances and backing
tracks will make practice even more fun and exciting,
and the explanatory diagrams and photographs will
help the student to achieve the perfect technique
and tone. The DVD shows you the basics from how
to set up your instrument to playing your first notes.
It takes you through the first few pages of the book
ensuring you get off to a good start. Plus, excellent
advice and tips from a professional player. Each
book contains: advice on audio equipment *
instructions for effective technique and comfortable
posture * explanatory section on reading music *
easy-to-follow lessons on clear, uncluttered pages *
an audio CD with a virtuoso performance, backing
tracks and audio examples * great music including
duets and rounds * tests to check progress and
comprehension * useful pull-out chart giving all first
position fingerings * and a DVD, authored for Zone
0, to help you get started on your instrument.
Includes an audio CD - with actual performances
and backing tracks, explanatory diagrams and
photographs. Each book contains: advice on the
equipment you need; instructions for an effective
technique and a comfortable posture; explanatory
section on reading music; and more.
The complete instruction tutor for the flute. Takes
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you through the basic techniques and allows you to
progress to an advanced stage of playing.
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